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Chinese 
catchup growth
Graph: 

GDP / population

relative to the US (= 1).

Growth theory

Countries should be able to converge to 
technological leaders, adding labor and capital.

Growth practice

Not always.

What happened in China since 1980?
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How did China grow so fast?

 East-Asian growth model (like Japan, South Korea, Taiwan)
• Industrialize to export
• Labor from rural areas to coastal cities
• Keep financial capital inside to reinvest

 With a twist:
• Foreign investments (and technology)
• Import role for state-owned enterprises; no post-communist 

shock therapy
• Central control in theory, local experiments in practice

 Luck:
• Demographic tailwind, healthy and literate population
• Opening at a fortunate moment

– Containers, low transport costs
– Examples and gateways close by (Taiwan, Hongkong)
– US welcomes China into the fold during cold war with USSR
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How much further can this growth go?

GDP growth        =          productivity growth       +       (0.6) * labor force growth  (0.4) * capital growth
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 Played a large role; now 
largely spent.

 Played a large role; 
marginal returns 
declining.

 Still far from the frontier. But 
can the frontier be reached in 
practice?
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China, OECD Economic Outlook
No. of Persons, billion
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The limits of labor and capital
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The debt issue
 Capital growth mostly financed through debt, 284% GDP.  Comparable to US, EU; relatively large for an emerging market. 

 Debt is mostly internal, financed with deposits in state banks: financial crisis is unlikely. Drawback: capital allocation.
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From factory to market

 China as the low-wage assembly line for 
developed countries – this model is ending.
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 The end of factory China

• Declining cost advantage
• Change in the attitude of the US, others

– Access to technology, parts, reduced
– Market access reduced

 The start of market China 

 With growth comes spending power, allowing companies to 
develop for the home market

 The questions

• Is the institutional setup fit for innovation?
• Can China deal with the external constraints?

– Geopolitics
– Environment

2006
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Economic structure: SOEs
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State owned enterprises Private enterprise

Key sectors: networks, 
finance, fuels, heavy 
industry, infra, aviation, 
military

The rest: retail, 
restaurants, medium- and 
small companies

Mostly large companies, 
capital intensive

Most of GDP, labor, 
investment, bank loans, 
trade surplus

30% GDP 70% GDP

9% RoE 15% RoE

Company Sector Ownership Equity listed
1 Sinopec Group Petroleum State-owned yes

2 State Grid Corporation of China Electric utility State-owned no

3 China National Petroleum Petroleum State-owned no

4 China State Construction Engineering Construction State-owned yes

5 Ping An Insurance Insurance Public yes

6 Industrial and Commercial Bank of 
China Commercial bank State-owned yes

7 China Construction Bank Commercial bank State-owned yes

8 Agricultural Bank of China Commercial bank State-owned yes

9 Bank of China Commercial bank State-owned yes

10 China Life Insurance Insurance State-owned yes

11 Huawei Telecommunications 
equipment Limited (Private) no

 2020 Fortune Global 500 List – companies with the most revenue
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Chinese innovation politics
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 Centrally guided strategy:

• Large role for SOEs, state banks
• Industrial politics

– Made in China 2025
– Military-Civil fusion
– Party cells inside private companies

• Belt and Road initiative
– Continuing the accumulation growth model outside China

 Private sector:

• From assembling to developing
• Large, protected market with growing purchasing power
• “Leapfrogging”: strong in online services. Possibly world leading in AI
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From a legal to a geopolitical world
 Multilateral world since ca. 1990:
• Driven by rules, contracts / not by military power
• WTO, WHO, G7, IMF, VN, ICC – problems solved in court
• Ultimately guaranteed by US power / not abused
• Great world for investors!
• Allowed Chinese growth

Since ca. 2016: 
– US: China  sabotaging the legal world order
– China: US a threatened hegemon

• Trade war: tariffs, licenses
• Tech war: reducing access to technology
• Battle for allies
• Not yet: actual war
• Less pleasant world for investors.
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Dual circulation

Continued 
urbanization

Increased 
consumption 

choice

Environment 
cleanup

Reduce 
import 

dependence

Technology 
self-

sufficient
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RMB 
internationalization

Open capital 
market

Financial reform

FDI without 
constraints

Chinese standards Internal loop

• Domestic demand can drive Chinese 
growth 

• Free from dependence on foreign 
technology, parts

External loop

• Continue integration with the outside 
world

• Adoption of Chinese standards
• Increase monetary sovereignty by 

enhancing the role of the RMB

Counts on strength of Chinese economy to 
drive developments.

Sees China continuing to engage outside 
world, but on its own terms.
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Investing in Chinese growth
1. China on its way to be the world’s largest economy      
2. Economic growth gives rise to profit growth  (onshore)

3. Inclusion in investment indices will increase valuation      (maybe temporary)

4. Chinese markets have low correlation with developed markets  (But beware when they open up)

5. Higher Chinese volatility translates into high risk premia  (Sharpe ratio comparable to DM)

6. Dominance of retail investors gives relatively good alpha in equities           (With the right local knowledge)
From: Hsu et al, Journal of Index Investing, Winter 2020, pp. 48-61

APG’s approach

• Local presence, local partner; skip learning phase, discern credit quality
• Apply GRIG standards as everywhere, tailor engagements
• Focus investments, build relationships
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• Chinese growth is unusual, but not too good to be true
• But there are new challenges: 

– Outside constraints
• Geopolitical
• Environmental

– Domestic innovation

 For investors this means

• The effects of Chinese growth are everywhere:
– Production and trade
– Commodity markets
– More and more: financial markets
– And the world order in which investors operate
Even if you do not invest in China, these things will affect you

• Investing in China brings opportunities and challenges
– Large market with yield, diversification
– Need a solid investment process to deal with uncertainties

Conclusions
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Important information

Disclaimer
APG Asset Management NV (‘APG AM’) is supervised by the Dutch regulators the Authority for the Financial Markets and De Nederlandsche Bank N.V. APG AM holds a license to act as an investment manager of 
investment funds within the meaning of the European Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive (AIFMD). Pursuant to this license, APG AM is also permitted to perform the following activities or services for 
professional clients:
– Individual portfolio management;
– Investment advice in relation to one or more transactions or financial instruments in the performance of a profession or business; and 
– Reception and transmission of orders in relation to financial instruments in the performance of a profession or business.

This document should be considered marketing material within the meaning of the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive II. This document has been prepared by APG AM for information and discussion purposes 
only and does not form part of an offer, nor an invitation to an offer. By preparing this document, APG AM might have used (unverified) data of third parties. No representation, warranty or assurance of any kind, 
express or implied, is made as to the accuracy, completeness or timeliness or the information contained herein.  Each recipient agrees that it will not bring any claim or lawsuit against APG AM or its officers, directors 
or employees related in any way to the content of this document. This document may contain inter alia forward-looking information, projections, forecasts and scenario-analyses. However, this document does not 
form a proposal, advice or suggestion. APG AM waives every liability or responsibility for (the consequences) of activities which will be undertaken, based on this document.

This disclaimer is governed by Dutch law. 

APG Asset Management NV, Amsterdam
Symphony Building
P.O. Box 75283, 1070 AG Amsterdam
Gustav Mahlerplein 3, 1082 MS Amsterdam
Tel. 00-31-20-60-48000

 Addresses

APG Asset Management NV, Heerlen
P.O. Box 2889, 6401 DJ Heerlen
Oude Lindestraat 70, 6411 EJ Heerlen
Tel. 00-31-45-57-99222

APG Asset Management US, Inc.
666 Third Avenue, Second Floor
New York, NY 10017, USA
Tel. 00-1-917-368-3500

APG Asset Management Asia, Ltd
5/F Chater House, 8 Connaught  Road Central
Hong Kong
Tel. 00-852-3769-0300

APG Shanghai office
Level 36, Shanghai IFC Tower II, No 8 Century Avenue
Pudong New District, Shanghai 200120

APG Beijing office
Office No A509, 96 Taipingqiao Road, Xicheng District
Beijing 100000


